
Chapter 4
Collecting the Data

Abstract This chapter discusses aspects related to data collection. It focuses, firstly,
on sampling issues and, secondly, on the survey mode. Sampling issues include
sample size and the type of sampling that enable precise estimates to be obtained.
Regarding the survey mode, discrete choice experiments can be implemented by
mail, telephone, face-to-face or web surveys. Each of these survey modes has its
advantages and shortcomings. They are described and compared in the course of
this chapter, addressing an important decision in the planning process of a discrete
choice experiment.

4.1 Sampling Issues

Most SP studies implicitly or explicitly aim for “representative samples” and gener-
alisable results. This implies that the survey population, the persons, households,
etc., which shall be generalised has to be known (Dillman et al. 2008). It further
demands an appropriate sampling frame, a list from which the sample is drawn.
Two well-known errors are the coverage error (a non-sampling error), referring to
units in the survey population with a non-zero probability of being included in the
survey, and the sampling error which refers to only collecting data from a subset and
not all units of the sampling frame. The coverage error is present if, for example,
all users of an environmental good comprise the population, but researchers sample
from a household register that does not include all users, i.e. the sampling frame is
not complete covering the intended population of interest. An error would occur if
users who are not included in the household register have characteristics that differ
from those included in the register. A sampling error is present if not all members
of a population are included in the sample and figures such as mean values and
willingness-to-pay estimates based on this sample differ from those based on the
population. To some extent, all statistics based on a sample are biased, yet the preci-
sion of the estimates varies with the type of sample and sample size. Sample weights
can be used to take sampling error into account; however, they will not overcome
the weaknesses of a sampling approach (such as non-probability samples, see, e.g.,
Yeager et al. 2011).
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Given that the survey population is known, a simple random sample can be drawn
if lists of households, postal addresses or e-mail addresses are available. Then a
computer program can be used that numbers respondents and randomly selects them.
A stratified sample, separate and disproportionate samples for specific groups, can be
employed if some groups of the population have a greater chance of being included in
the survey. Coverage error can be especially problematic with web surveys (Couper
2000; Bonnichsen and Olsen 2016), as for example not all individuals in a population
might have access to or use the Internet, or it is difficult to construct a list with
all individuals with Internet and web access, from which a random sample can be
generated. There are many survey organisations (panel providers), which offer web
surveys and samples for web surveys based on so-called access panels. These panel
providers differ in their sampling approaches and this can make a big difference in
terms of survey quality and sampling error. While some providers work with opt-
in panels, where individuals volunteer to take part in surveys, others recruit panel
members “offline” using, for example, a random telephone sample design (or amix of
sample designs) to reduce sampling error. Clearly, the latter approach based on some
kind of probability-based sample design results in better samples and survey quality
(Yeager et al. 2011). In general, generalisations for a population are strictly speaking
not possible from non-probability samples. This also applies to using social media
like Facebook, Twitter, etc., to recruit survey participants for web surveys. Here
respondents typically select themselves for the survey, and social media users can
differ from the rest of the population, which can cause biased samples. Also, large
web survey samples do not automatically mean that the data are more valid and
generalisable (see, e.g., Savage et al. 2013; Mills 2014 for a web survey with over
160,000 respondents and a massive sample error).

With respect to users of an environmental good, the population (e.g. users of a
national park) is often not known and DCEs may be conducted onsite (e.g. in the
national park), or offsite by using a mail or web survey of the citizens in a region or
a country. In this case, it might be advisable to collect data over different days and
times of day and to work with quota (e.g. for gender, age and education) in order to
obtain some control over the sampling process and to make sure that different user
groups are represented in the sample. Respondents can be determined by a systematic
approach such as asking every tenth person to take part in the survey.

Often the survey population, e.g. the market size, is not known and has to be
estimated (see Glenk et al. 2020 for an overview). The market size refers to the
distance between the environmental good/resource and the point where WTP drops
to zero (e.g. Bateman et al. 2006). In many cases, this might not correspond with
political jurisdictions. In general, the definition of the market can be challenging.
For example, in research on the value of national parks it is important to differentiate
betweenusers of parks andnon-users,where both groups can receive benefits from the
park in terms of use and/or non-use values. Therefore, it has to be decided whether all
citizens in a country belong to the study population (the “market”), citizens in regions
close to the park, or only citizens who actually use the park, etc. Furthermore, some
parks might attract visitors from different countries and, again, this can influence the
market size. In order to test for market size, researchers can sample individuals living
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in different distances to the environmental good/resource and then examine distance
decay effects, i.e. to which extentWTP for the good decreases with distance, holding
everything else constant (see Glenk et al. 2020).

A question that is often raised is the sample size that is needed in a DCE study.
Here, two aspects have to be differentiated. The sample size question might firstly
refer to the representativeness of the data collection, i.e. how well the sample repre-
sents the underlying population and its characteristics. This is important if DCE
results shall be generalised to the population and a population’s preference hetero-
geneity regarding characteristics such as gender, age, education, income and attitudes
are of interest. Secondly, it might refer to the sample size needed to obtain statistically
significant parameter estimates in the choice experiment. A practical problem might
be that the sample size requirements for statistically significant parameter estimates
might be different from those referring to data representativeness. For example, effi-
cient experimental designsmight suggest a lownumber of respondents (e.g. 300); yet,
in order to analyse preferences for subgroups in the data (e.g. respondents with low
or high environmental concern) larger sample sizes are needed to detect differences
and to represent the population at hand.

In principle, focusing on the proportions of responses, the sample size, for
example, required for representing the population in a two-alternative case with
a specific certainty can be calculated (see formulas presented in Dillman et al. 2008,
p. 56). In order to represent a country’s population in terms of socio-demographics,
a sample size of around 1,000 respondents should be sufficient and this number does
not depend on the size of the country. Therefore, most cross-country surveys such as
the World Value Survey include between 1,000 and 1,500 respondents per country.
Similarly, theminimum sample size for estimating a proportion in amultinomial case
can be determined (see Louviere et al. 2000). Some recommendations regarding the
sample size requirements for stated choice experiments can also be found in Rose
and Bliemer (2013) and de Bekker-Grob et al. (2015). Furthermore, it is important
to stress that, once the experimental design has been generated, the sample varia-
tion for the model parameters can be analysed by simulation experiments like those
presented in Sect. 3.3. Depending on the complexity of the experimental design and
the type of model applied, sample sizes of 300–500 respondents might be sufficient
to obtain valid estimates for stated preferences. But there are many situations and
models for which this sample size may not be large enough.

In general, there is a trade-off between the number of respondents and the effi-
ciency of the experimental design: the larger the sample size, the less important it is
to have a very efficient design. For smaller sample sizes, such as 300 respondents, it is
important to consider that sufficient data need to be collected to represent and analyse
preference heterogeneity for subgroups in a population (e.g. regarding gender, age
groups, education levels, use or non-use of the good). This can be achieved by over-
sampling specific groups which are of interest. Moreover, small samples do not allow
for precise estimation of more complex models.

Most researchers aim for a high response rate and see this as an indicator of a
“good” survey.With respect to reporting response rate, the American Association for
Public Opinion Research standards (AAPOR 2016) can be recommended. However,
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high response rates should not be confused with non-response errors if those who
do not take part in a survey differ from those who take part in the survey with
respect to relevant beliefs, attitudes and socio-demographic characteristics. Surveys
with high response rates might have a large non-response error and might not repre-
sent the population at hand well, and surveys with low response rates might have a
low non-response error (Dillman et al. 2008). Furthermore, a high response rate is
not beneficial if the questionnaire itself is problematic. Evaluating the quality of a
survey can be a complex task, depending on different types of errors (sampling error,
coverage error, nonresponse error and measurement error) and should not be related
to a single measurement of quality.

Sampling involves many decisions and trade-offs. In any case and, if possible,
a random sample of the population of interest is still the best approach to reduce
sample-related errors. When working with web surveys and Internet panel providers,
it is important to be aware of the type of access panel and to avoid opt-in panels.
Some panel providers recruit their panel members based on probability samples,
which is clearly preferable to non-probability samples. Probability-based samples
are also needed if the aim of the study is to reveal generalisable findings for the
population (of a region, country, etc.). While, given a very efficient experimental
design, small samples (e.g. 300 respondents) might be sufficient to obtain valid SP
estimates, it should be kept inmind that a larger samplemight be needed to investigate
preference heterogeneity regarding respondents’ characteristics. On the other hand,
if a sample is large (e.g. around 1,000 respondents representing the population of a
country), the efficiency of the experimental design becomes less important. Finally,
the estimation of the market size is a challenge in many environmental valuation
studies. In this regard, it could be a good idea to sample individuals/households with
different distances to the environmental good/resource and to test for distance decay
effects, i.e. to what extent WTP for the good decreases with distance.

4.2 Survey Mode (Internet, Face-To-Face, Postal)

In principle, choice experiments can be implemented in any survey mode: mail
surveys, telephone surveys, face-to-face surveys andweb surveys.While some survey
modes may have specific advantages over other modes, it has to be stressed that
choosing a survey mode may also depend on the research context. For example,
in development research, when collecting data in a remote area setting, face-to-
face interviews might be the only option (Liebe et al. 2020). Likewise, an onsite
survey is mostly conducted face-to-face or self-administered at the research site.
While the research context can determine the survey mode, the survey mode can also
affect the sampling approach. For example, if researchers plan to use a web survey
they typically work with online access panels and not a random sample from the
population, depending on the panel provider (see Sect. 4.1).

Face-to-face interviews: Computer-assisted personal interviewing (CAPI) is most
often employed in face-to-face interviews: the questionnaire is in the form of a
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computer program; the interviewer sees items on a screen (laptop or other mobile
device), reads questions to respondents and enters the answers by pressing the corre-
sponding keys (Loosveldt 2008). The presence of an interviewer can be an advantage
for clarifying questions and surveying more complex issues, also complex DCE.
However, it is important to consider that given the characteristics of a face-to-face
interview, an interviewer could be a source of measurement error: Social desirability
bias is an example of interviewer bias—themere presence of an interviewer leads to a
“systematic underreporting of undesirable attitudes or behaviour (e.g., drug use) and
the systematic over-reporting of desirable ones (e.g., voting behaviour)” (Loosveldt
2008, p. 215). Such interviewer effects can be reduced by increasing the number of
interviewers or decreasing the number of interviews for each interviewer, as well as
reducing intra-interviewer correlation by providing additional interviewer training
to standardise behaviour, and a follow-up of interviewers and feedback during field
work.

Telephone survey: This survey mode is an interview survey (Steeh 2008) although
technological innovations (answering machines, call blocking, wireless communi-
cation, Internet telephony) have changed the conditions for conducting telephone
surveys over the last few decades. This has also affected response rates which have
declined inmost western countries. Since choice experiment tasks are often complex,
telephone surveys have a disadvantage because they only contain auditory channels
of communication and, hence, it is difficult to keep respondents involved, so inter-
views have to be shorter, questions should be relatively uncomplicated and only
questions with a limited number of response categories can be employed (Steeh
2008). However, it has been demonstrated that multifactorial survey experiments
such as (complex) vignette studies can also be integrated in telephone surveys (e.g.
Emerson et al. 2001).

Mail survey: Mail surveys can be described as consisting of “questionnaires that
are sent by postal mail to a sampled individual, who is requested to complete the
questionnaire and send it back; no interviewer is present and the survey is completely
self-administered” (Leeuw et al. 2008, p. 243). In comparison with face-to-face
interviews, they can be implemented at low costs and respondents have less time
pressure to answer the survey. Visual stimuli such as pictures and choice sets can
be used and there is no interviewer bias. Furthermore, respondents have a greater
degree of privacy compared with survey modes involving an interviewer. However,
researchers cannot control who is answering the questionnaire and can also not
control in which order respondents answer the questions. It might, for example, be
a problem for a study if respondents can go through all the choice tasks provided
before starting to answer them but they might check for the overall best alternative
and choose the status quo or opt-out alternative on all the other tasks.

Web surveys: This is a computerised, self-administered survey mode without the
presence of an interviewer. DCE and randomising questions can be easily imple-
mented in web surveys; also paradata such as response time can be automatically
collected. However, it should be considered that “[i]nternet users tend to read more
quickly, are more impatient, and they scan rather than carefully read the text” (Lozar
Manfreda andVehovar 2008, p. 276). In web surveys, nonverbal aspects of the survey
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have to be taken into account. It should be kept in mind that respondents use different
web browsers, operations systems and hardware. Web surveys can be answered on
different devices and with the increasing popularity of mobile phone usage around
the globe respondents use mobile devices more and more frequently to answer web
surveys. Recent research shows that there are systematic differences in response
behaviour depending on whether the survey was answered on a personal computer
or mobile device (Couper et al. 2016). This affects for example questions with an
open answer format. However, the overall differences are rather small. This is also
suggested in the first studies looking at mobile device effects on the results of stated
choice experiments. For example, in a choice experiment on renewable energy expan-
sion Liebe et al. (2017) do not find significant differences inWTP values for desktop
and mobile device users.

Mixed-mode surveys: Combining different surveymodes is a way of taking advan-
tage of the strengths and compensating for the weaknesses of each mode (Leeuw
et al. 2008). This includes having some respondents complete a questionnaire in a
different mode than other respondents. Multiple modes can also be used in different
stages of the survey process, e.g. in the screening and contact stage (e.g. first tele-
phone followed by a mail survey), main data collection stage (e.g. combination
of telephone survey and follow-up mail survey), follow-up stage (e.g. first mail
survey followed by a telephone or web survey). Mixed-mode approaches are often
employed in surveys on sensitive topics by combining face-to-face interviews and
a self-administered questionnaire. This combination is also useful for DCE because
more complex choice tasks can be better integrated in a self-administered mode.

Table 4.1 presents the comparison of survey models and demonstrates that no
survey mode is better than all the others. For example, mail and web surveys do not
suffer from interviewer effects which could be present in environmental valuation
studies if the goodat hand is highly socially desirable.Heremail andweb surveys have
an advantage over face-to-face and telephone surveys. Alsomail and web surveys are
less costly than face-to-face and telephone surveys. However, face-to-face surveys
in particular allow for longer interviews, more complex questionnaires including
choice experiment tasks, different ways of information transmission, etc. Here they
have a clear advantage over all other survey modes.

While Table 4.1 implies some trade-offs when choosing a survey mode, there are
aspects of DCE which suggest that web surveys have specific advantages over the
other survey modes. First, randomisation of questions, choice tasks, and alternatives
and attributes within choice tasks are easy to implement in web surveys, compared
to mail and face-to-face surveys as well as telephone surveys (except the latter two
are computer assisted). Second, visual elements such as images and short videos,
that help to describe choice attributes or choice tasks, can be conveniently included
in web surveys. Third, web surveys are self-administered and, hence, interviewer
effects and socially desirable response behaviour are not present or less likely than
in face-to-face and telephone surveys. At least compared to mail surveys, it can
also be ensured that respondents in web surveys evaluate each choice set without
knowing the subsequent choice sets included in the survey (i.e. they cannot screen
the whole questionnaire before answering). Fourth, compared with other survey
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Table 4.1 Comparison of survey modes

Aspect Explanation Face-to-face Telephone Mail Web

Interviewer effects “Interviewer as source of
measurement error”
(Loosveldt 2008, p. 214)

−− − 0 0

Media-related factors “Social conventions and
customs associated with
media used in survey
mode” (Leeuw et al. 2008,
p. 116)

++ + − −

Information transmission Presentation of
information, channels of
communication, regulation
of communication flow

++ −− – +

Complexity allowed Choice task complexity,
for example

++ −− + +

Length Interview duration ++ – + −−
Paradata Response time, for

example
+a + – ++

Costs Assuming that a company
is conducting the survey

−− – + ++

Note ++ = very positive (advantage), + = rather positive (advantage), – = rather negative
(disadvantage), −− = very negative (disadvantage); 0 = effect is absent
aIn case of computer-assisted personal interviews (CAPI)

modes, valuable paradata such as response time can be collected in web surveys.
Fifth, web surveys are less costly than face-to-face and telephone surveys. On the
other hand, due to time constraints it is more difficult to implement very complex
questionnaires online compared to face-to-face or mail surveys. Furthermore, web
surveys are often not representative for a study population (e.g. citizens of a region
or country) but only for the population with Internet access. Yet, this also depends
on the survey panel provider, where some providers make more effort than others
to represent the population at hand as closely as possible (see Sect. 4.1). Studies
comparing different survey modes in stated preferences studies on environmental
valuation indicate that web surveys reveal similar results as other survey modes,
especially regarding willingness-to-pay values; however, once again, the presence
of survey mode effects can depend on the Internet panel provider used (Olsen 2009;
Lindhjem and Navrud 2011).

Choosing the surveymode for aDCE is an important decision that has to be consid-
ered in the planning process of a study andwhen applying for research funding. Often
the survey costs are a (or the) main driver of this decision. While computer-assisted
face-to-face interviewsmight have advantages in terms of sample representativeness,
they aremore expensive thanweb surveys. The latter havemany advantages for DCE;
yet, it is important to carefully select web survey panel providers and to examine how
they select their panel members (e.g. whether they are recruited by telephone and it
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is a managed panel, or whether it is an opt-in panel where everyone can participate
and the panel provider does not have a clear overview of who is taking part, see
Sect. 4.1). Lastly, as stated at the beginning of this section there might be research
contexts such as in developing countries where computer-assisted face-to-face inter-
views are the only method that can be applied on practical grounds. A more detailed
discussion of survey modes is provided for example by Dillman et al. (2008) and
Leeuw et al. (2008). Menegaki et al. (2016) offer noticeable insights and guidance
for web surveys in the context of DCE.
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